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Fructify! - Lessons Learned
from Dogwoods Mudhole
“A gentleman can live through anything” ~William
Faulkner

From The Blog

By Catherine Austin Fitts

June 19
Megatrends with Jim
Puplava

This week on The Solari Report, Franklin Sanders
of The Moneychanger joins me to discuss his new
trilogy, At Home in Dogwood Mudhole.

June 26
Protecting You and Your
Family from Psychiatric
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Drugs with Kelly O'Meara
At Home in Dogwood Mudhole chronicles the
journey that Franklin and his wife Susan take as
they leave Memphis and move their family and
business to a rural area in middle Tennessee. In the
process, several children move to join them on the
land as their families grow. The Sanders’ business
prospers, they learn how to farm, to build homes,
and build a church as the cycle of birth and death
unfolds within the land, the animals and their family,
congregation and friends. This is a story of a family
that chooses to prosper through faith, family
entrepreneurship and a love of learning in a time
when the economy around them is headed in a
different direction
Franklin and I will talk about what he and Susan
have learned about what it takes to be both fruitful
and faithful – lessons we can all apply in our lives in
changing times.
Of course, Franklin and I will not be able to resist
also touching on the latest developments in the
precious metals market!
In Money & Markets this week I will discuss current
events in the news and financial world.

July 3
2nd Quarter Wrap-Up
The Expensive Illusion of
Health Care
Straight Money Analysis
Review: The Divide by
Matt Taibbi
WTO on World Map
The Nasdaq – 3 Years
Later
Washington Reels as
House's Eric Cantor
Loses to Pro Free Market
Economics Professor
The Expensive Illusion of
Health Care

Solari Report Subscription "Special Offer"
Ends June 27, 2014
Purchase a annual subscription to the Solari Report and receive as a FREE gift the
LIVESTREAM to the Secret Space Program conference June 28-29, 2014 A $60.00
value!
Or
Purchase a 6 month subscription to the Solari Report receive one (1) Limited Edition
Solari Cap!
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Learn more here! and Learn about the Secret Space Program Conference here!

Subscriber Luncheon in Marin County, CA
If you are a Solari Report subscriber, you are cordially invited to join Catherine
Austin Fitts for lunch in Marin County, CA on June 22, 2014.
This event will provide an opportunity to meet Catherine in person and to get
together with other Solari Report subscribers in the San Francisco Bay area.
Seating is limited to 30 with only 5 tickets left, so get your tickets now!

Join Us at Secret Space Program & Breakaway Civilization,
June 28th and 29th
The Secret Space Program & Breakaway Civilization event in San Mateo, California
in the San Francisco Bay Area on the weekend of June 28-29 will be memorable. I
will be with Dr. Joseph Farrell, Richard Dolan and a wonderful group of speakers
gathered to ask some serious questions about the “deep state” and what in the world
is really happening. For anyone interested in understanding the most powerful
invisible trends behind global geopolitical and financial trends, this one’s for you!
SecretSpaceProgram.org

About The Solari Report
A live, weekly one-hour briefing with Catherine Austin Fitts and specialized
experts, The Solari Report helps to navigate you through the shifting political and
financial climates while building your wealth.
Learn more and subscribe here.

Nothing in this Solari Update should be taken as individual investment advice. Anyone seeking investment advice
for his or her personal financial situation is advised to seek out a qualified advisor or advisors and provide as much
information as possible to the advisor in order that such advisor can take into account all relevant circumstances,
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